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abstRact

The first finds of iron nitrides and carbonitride as inclusions in lower-mantle diamond from Rio Soriso, 
Brazil, are herein reported. These grains were identified and studied with the use of transmission electron 
microscopy (TEM), electron diffraction analysis (EDX), and electron energy loss spectra (EELS). Among 
nitrides, trigonal Fe3N and orthorhombic Fe2N are present. Carbonitride is trigonal Fe9(N0.8C0.2)4. These 
mineral phases associate with iron carbide, Fe7C3, silicon carbide, SiC, Cr-Mn-Fe and Mn-Fe oxides; 
the latter may be termed Mn-rich xieite. Our identified finds demonstrate a wide field of natural com-
positions from pure carbide to pure nitride, with multiple stoichiometries from M5(C,N)3 to M23(C,N)6 
and with M/(C,N) from 1.65 to 3.98. We conclude that the studied iron nitrides and carbonitrides were 
formed in the lowermost mantle as the result of the infiltration of liquid metal, containing light elements 
from the outer core into the D″ layer, with the formation of the association: native Fe0 + iron nitrides, 
carbides, and transitional compounds + silicon carbide. They indicated that major reservoirs of nitrogen 
should be expected in the core and in the lowermost mantle, providing some solution to the problem of 
nitrogen balance in the Earth.
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intRoduction

Earlier, we reported upon finds of a series of iron carbides with 
admixtures of up to 7.3–9.1 atom% N [N/(N+C) = 0.19–0.27], 
included in lower-mantle diamonds, in association with native 
iron and graphite. It was established that the iron carbides formed 
within the Earth’s core at a pressure interval of 50–130 GPa; these 
grains having crystallized from an iron-carbon melt, rich in nitro-
gen (Kaminsky and Wirth 2011). Subsequently, nitrocarbides and 
carbonitrides, Fe2(N,C), Fe3(N,C), Fe7(N,C)3, and Fe9(N,C)4, with 
12.8–18.42 atom% N and N/(N+C) = 0.37–0.60 were identified 
in a lower-mantle microxenolith (Kaminsky et al. 2015). In our 
recent studies, we have identified as inclusions in diamond other 
carbonitrides and pure nitrides, which we report herein.

Nitrogen, the seventh most abundant element in the solar 
system, remains one of the most enigmatic in studies of Earth’s 
geochemistry. There is a so-called “missing nitrogen” problem in 
the Earth’s inner parts because, according to existing estimates, 
nitrogen is at one order of magnitude less than other volatile 
elements, with the value of bulk Earth/carbonaceous chondrite 
ratio equal to 0.11% (Marty 2012). The calculated atomic ratio 
for N/Si in the bulk Earth is several orders of magnitude lower 
than that for the remaining terrestrial planets or bodies within the 
asteroid forming zone (Bergin et al. 2015). As a result, nitrogen 
is considered as a trace element in the major silicate reservoirs 
(Busigny and Bebout 2013), even as “a useless element in mantle 
geochemistry” (Cartigny and Marty 2013) owing to extensive 
nitrogen outgassing during the Earth’s early history (Goldblatt et 
al. 2009; Bergin et al. 2015; Hirschmann 2016) or in response to 
a giant impact(s) (Tucker and Mukhopadhyay 2014). On the other 

hand, Li et al. (2013) concluded that the mantle may still contain 
an amount of nitrogen one to two orders of magnitude larger than 
the present atmospheric reservoir. Nitrogen is suggested to have 
siderophile behavior in the core’s metal alloy and extremely high 
solubility, with partitioning of nitrogen KMetal/Silicate around 10 000 
(Miyazaki et al. 2004). Such high value implies a nitrogen mass, in 
the core, hundreds of times greater than that in the atmosphere; an 
estimate for the total proportion of nitrogen in the core by Miyazaki 
et al. (2004) is ~ 1 × 1024 g. This suggestion is supported by high 
concentrations of nitrogen in iron meteorites (Sugiura 1998) and 
provides a basis to consider the Earth’s core as a major reservoir 
to nitrogen (Roskosz et al. 2013), containing perhaps 97% of its 
total planetary inventory (McDonough 2014). The most recent 
calculations conclude that the fraction of nitrogen within the 
Earth’s core may be between 10 and 90%, depending upon the 
oxygen fugacity values in force during metal-silicate equilibration, 
and whether the core is a significant, but not dominant reservoir 
of terrestrial nitrogen (Dalou et al. 2016). The exact quantities of 
nitrogen in the core and the mantle remain unclear.

Here we report the first finds of iron nitrides, Fe2N and Fe3N, 
and carbonitride, Fe9(N,C)4, as inclusions in lower-mantle dia-
mond from Rio Soriso, Brazil. We suggest that iron nitrides and 
carbonitrides are mineral phases, characteristic to the core/mantle 
boundary. These phases associate with iron carbide, Fe7C3, and 
silicon carbide, SiC. We conclude that: (1) the presence of these 
minerals at the core/mantle boundary is the result of the infiltration 
of liquid metal, containing light elements, from the outer core into 
the D″ layer, with the formation of the association: native Fe0 + iron 
nitrides, carbides, and transitional compounds + silicon carbide; 
and (2) major reservoirs for Earth’s nitrogen should be expected 
in the core and in the lowermost mantle.
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